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SAINTE-LUCIE-DES-LAURENTIDES, Thursday, December 17th, 2015. 

THE WILL OF CITIZENS FORCES THE WITHDRAWAL OF LOGGIN PLANS 

On December 2nd, 2015, the Ministry of Forests, Wildlife and Parks of Québec (MFFP) announced 

publicly that it was withdrawing the Legault Worksite from plans for logging operations on public 

lands at Mont-Kaaikop. In addition, the MFFP promises to hold further public consultations, which 

this time should really take into account the aspirations of the community. In these circumstances, 

the Coalition for the Preservation of Mount Kaaikop considers that the interlocutory injunction 

obtained by the Municipality of Sainte-Lucie-des-Laurentides on January 31st, 2014, and whose 

renewal is scheduled for January 6th, 2016, is no longer justified. 

For the mayor of Sainte-Lucie-des-Laurentides, Mr. Serge Chénier: "This is a nice way to end the 

year. I am glad that the Government of Québec has finally recognized the basis of our opposition. 

The public consultations had been badly done and plans to cut the Kaaikop were contrary to 

popular will. This is clearly emphasized in the reasons for the injunction issued by Judge Claudine 

Roy. Thanks to the support of people of Sainte-Lucie and many partners, we can be proud of this 

success. But we still have a lot to do for the Kaaikop to be saved. The Municipality will re-launch 

the protected area project that was deposited in April 2013. The Coalition has been tremendous in 

this battle and I look forward to the cooperation we will have to make Mont-Kaaikop a permanent 

protected site." 

In this regard, the Coalition will undertake a series of consultations and steps in the coming weeks 

to define in details the preservation project at Mont-Kaaikop. Over the past 28 months, the 

Coalition has gained support and expertise to promote the permanent conservation of Mont-

Kaaikop. For the Coalition, this project is very mobilizing. We had all too assumed that the Kaaikop 

would remain natural and wild forever. The lack of vision of the Government of Québec for this 

beautiful mountain and this unique environment has allowed us to become aware of the fragility 

and the feeling of belonging that this site gives birth to anyone who crosses its trails or admires 

the landscape. Mount Kaaikop is a natural and strong identity icon and must remain so. 

In this holiday season, you can proudly sing: "Oh Christmas tree, oh Christmas tree, thy leaves are 
so unchanging. Not only green when summer's here, but also when it's cold and drear."  

Thousands of Coalition members are watching over you. 


